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ABSTRACT 

It is common for hundreds or even thousands of clinical endpoints to be collected from individual subjects, but events 
for the majority of clinical endpoints are rare. The challenge to analyzing high dimensional sparse data is how to 
balance analytical consideration for statistical inference and clinical interpretation with precise meaningful outcome of 
interest at intra-categorical and inter-categorical levels. Lumping or grouping similar rare events into a composite 
category has the statistical advantage of increasing testing power, reducing multiplicity size, and avoiding competing 
risk problem; however, too much or inappropriate lumping could jeopardize the clinical interpretation of outcomes and 
external validity. Whereas splitting or keeping each individual event at its basic clinical meaningful category can 
overcome the drawbacks of lumping, this practice may create analytical issues of increasing type II error, multiplicity 
size, competing risks, and having a large proportion of endpoints with rare events. It seems that lumping and splitting 
are diametrically opposed approaches, but in fact, they are complementary. Both are essential for high dimensional 
data analysis. This paper describes the steps required for the lumping and splitting analysis, and presents SAS code that 
can be used to implement each step.

BACKGROUND

In clinical studies, there could be multiple efficacy/safety endpoints, such as imaging data, genomic data, cognitive 
function data, adverse event data etc. To analyze these kinds of multiple count endpoint data, one often has to deal 
with two issues: data high dimensionality and sparsity. 

Multiple Sparse Counts Data

 Non-negative integers

 Represent the number of occurrences within a fixed time

 Both events and duration can be parameterized

 Variance increases with the expected number of events

Data Capture

Data Formation

* Multiple Counts Data        * Longitudinal Data       * Time-to-Event Data

Statistical Issues  

Power Issue (Rare Incidence)    Multiplicity  Issue (Many Features)    Competing Risk Issue (Multiple Events) 

METHODS

Data Process
 Code events according to clinical and biological relevance either based on study related symptoms or pathophysiological 

pathway, then identify the similar elements to form lumping groups
 Cluster events based on statistical correlations by computing event incidence densities and further estimate risk 

differences or risk ratios
 Assess correlations between lumped events and intervention groups
 Stratify the lumped events based on positive or negative correlations
Analysis Approach
 Generate raw p-values using proportion Z tests or exact tests depending on whether number of events are still rare after 

lump up
 Generate q-values by adjusting false discovery rate using Benjamini-Hochberg method to control inflated type I error 

caused by multiplicity
 Validate the results using Poisson model or negative binomial model
Example
 A placebo-controlled, double-blind, randomized multi-center trial
 n = 212 
 m = 864 adverse events as multiple endpoints from 1348 reported events

Data Process and Analysis Strategy                                                             Example Analysis Schema



RESULTS CONCLUSIONS
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Summary of the results                                                                    Model results                      

 A SAS program is developed to analyze high dimensional sparse counts data using SAS macros and procedures    
 A lumping method is proposed to combine data correlation and biological pathway information to reduce data 

dimension
 Statistical inference is adjusted for multiplicity by controlling FDR 
 Regression models with count data (POI, NBIN, ZIP) are used to cross check the inference results based on RD/RR 
 The proposed method is to increase the inferential power without losing clinical results interpretation  
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